Your Destiny Art Project
Sketchbook Requirments
and final product
Gallery Art Walk:
December 17, King Library, all periods
Art should express:
Originality
● Work that breaks from convention,
blurs the boundaries between genres,
and challenges notions of how a
particular concept or emotion can be
expressed.
Technical Skill
● Work that uses technique to advance an
original perspective or a personal vision
or voice, and shows skills being utilized
to create something unique, powerful,
and innovative.
● Student considers the elements and
principles of art and design
● Student turns in work that is final draft
quality, gallery-ready
Represent your point of view, your voice
● Work with an authentic and unique
point of view and style.
● The object should “speak” to the viewer

Sketchbook Checklist
___A brainstorm of ideas for your object
written in your sketchbook considering the
standards of originality and personal voice
(at least 10)
___A list of favorite styles or artists you can
use as mentors. You can make photocopies,
written lists, or written notes; or create a
folder in Google drive you will share. (Find
at five different styles or artists or pieces for
inspiration).
___A paragraph (or more) describing your
favorite style of art or favorite artist and
how it represents your voice. Include a
visual (photocopy, Google Doc, or
handwritten)
___A story from the “voice” of your
object--this can be written into the
sketchbook or printed
___At least four draft iterations of your
object--sketches, paintings,
computer-generated, sculpture, etc. Can be
the same medium but different visual.
___A photograph of your object--can be a
portrait, a single image, a part of a montage
or scene, etc., but must show attention to
the basic photographic compositional
elements
___A paragraph explaining the elements
and/or principles of art and design for your
final project (post-project)
___A paragraph explaining how your final
piece expresses your voice and speaks to
the audience (post-project)

